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Driving a sustainable CityLink Tulla Widening with Alex Fraser materials 

9 August 2016 

Recycling company Alex Fraser announced today that it will be the primary supplier of roadbase 

materials for the Bulla Road to Power St section of Melbourne’s CityLink Tulla Widening Project. 

Alex Fraser will supply roadbase materials on behalf of design and construct contractor CPB 

Contractors (formerly Leighton Contractors) for the $570 million section, for which Transurban is 

responsible.   

Alex Fraser has been contracted to supply 50,000 tonnes of class 2, 3 and 4 crushed concrete, 40,000 

tonnes of class 3 cement treated crushed concrete and 60,000 tonnes of recycled capping. Supply 

began in March, and major works started in April. 

The use of Alex Fraser material for the CityLink Tulla Widening Project is expected to save 1,000 

tonnes of carbon from entering the atmosphere and 430 less truck movements from Melbourne’s 

busy roads than if traditional quarried materials had been used. 

Managing Director Peter Murphy said this was another of Melbourne’s major infrastructure projects 

built on Alex Fraser’s recycled materials.  

“We recently successfully completed Australia’s largest automotive terminal, Webb Dock West (also 

with CPB Contractors) and the Dingley Bypass.  Sections of Melbourne’s East Link, Peninsula Link and 

M80 Ring Road Upgrade Alliance are also built on Alex Fraser materials, as are numerous suburban 

streets and housing estates. 

“Melbourne is developing using Alex Fraser’s quality recycled materials.  This helps reduce landfill, 

reduce carbon emissions and preserve valuable quarry materials.” 

- ends- 

 

Managing Director Peter Murphy is available for interview. To arrange an interview, or to obtain 

photographs or more information contact Diana Krause, Corporate Communications Manager P: (03) 

9353 7643; M: (+61) 420 959 942; E: diana.krause@alexfraser.com.au  

 

About Alex Fraser 

Alex Fraser is Australia’s leading producer of sustainable materials for the civil construction industry. 

We produce high quality products, including aggregates, asphalt, road base and sand at eight 

facilities in Melbourne, Brisbane and Port Kembla. We focus on excellence in delivery reliability and 

provide measurable improvements in environmental outcomes. Visit alexfraser.com.au 
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